OregonMines
Colocation - Development - Growth

Who are we?
OregonMines is a multi-facility colocation provider, that specializes in bulk data
processing, with a focus on Cryptocurrency. Our centers provide short term and
long term hosting services for clients of all sizes.
After mining for most of 2013 in Shenzhen China, we decided it was time to bring
the business stateside, and found the Gorge area.
We support the development of crypto, powered facilities, and community growth
models.
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Why the Gorge?
The Pacific NW region in general is known for its’ lower than average industrial
rate power. Cheap and abundant power is a major draw, as it has been since the
advent of hydro in the region.
Moderate weather and low relative humidity is critical for increasing cooling
system efficiencies.
From our Northernmost facility to our newest in Cascade Locks, the area is rich in
fiber connectivity.

Where are we going?
We are currently mid development on our latest center in Cascade Locks.
●
●
●
●

4 MVA has been brought from Existing Substation to Site
Path to additional 10 MVA is in development, scheduled for EOY 2019
Retrofit of existing warehouses underway
Planning for new structural development has begun, with additional utility
outside of electrical being upgraded

We are currently investigating two new sites in state, locations TBA.
● We are excited to turn a corner and start working with locales that have
expressed a want for crypto, and need help getting partners on site.

Typical retrofits include replacing large sections of walls with fans.

Soon this side of the building will be large intake fascia flanked by
large transformers and switchgear. Fiber conduits were also laid.

Wide variety of services provided
For clients, we provide a bevy of services, not
limited to Colocation.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hardware acquisition and sales
Training and education services
International and national logistics
New market insights
Mining performance support
Cooperative purchase planning

For site owners and power generators
●
●

●

●

Development planning for sale or use
Access to a network of large serious
professionals who will engage, not simply
inquire.
Setting up strategic partnerships that meet
area goals
Site maintenance, setup or operation
services

Should we support crypto?
In most industries, this would be a non-issue, but the short answer, is YES.
At minimum, crypto operations demand for power often outsizes the original
location services. That means, that any operation, success or failure leaves
behind a more productive property than it found.
What is the ceiling value of a bare warehouse? What is the ceiling value of the
same warehouse with an 800 AMP service? While it might not be initially clear, it
stands to reason that an improved property would command a higher monthly rate
than the a bare service.

Power rich square footage is productive square footage.

Outside the box cooling ideas, in a box! We’re excited to
work with new designs on each project.

Contacting Oregon Mines
Our website is located at https://www.oregonmines.com , where you can use the
contact form or other methods to reach us.
We’re always interested in new facility options. If you have access to power sub $0.04
per kWh or generate your own power, contact us. You have a resource, we have a
need, let’s harness that synergy.

